Senior Gift Signups Surpass Last Years’

Only A Short Time Left To Make Arrangements

Senior Class Gift signups have continued to run ahead of those in past years, Walter H. Stockmaier, president of the Senior Class announced last night. At present, no definite figures are available.

With only a few weeks of the year left, the sponsors are especially eager that all the members of the Class of 1936 do not have already arranged for their gift fund should they drop in and discuss the plan with Oscar Houladan as soon as possible.

During the day, Oscar is at the Bowdoin Institute, from 9 to 11, and has continued his plan of personally contacting the Seniors during the coming week to the University, dormitories, or homes.

This endowment gift will be available for the class at their twenty-fifth anniversary, and at that time they will decide what is needed to perfect the fund, primarily by the curricular and extra-curricular opportunities at the Institute.

UNDERGRADUATE NOTICE

Uncalled for second bond text books will be on sale in the T. C. A. Office this week and the text at $1.00 and $.50. The collection includes books on languages, economics, history, mathematics and science.

---

When Sammy Sniveller glances a gal a evening in weeping in his pretzels, Sadie Sunshine simply lights a meow-smoof lad Gold... Then presto, change! The lower Sammy sinks, the higher Sadie soars, for Old Gold has a magic way of pulling silver linings out of clouds.